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Results are given in Table 1 for a full cross of 3 centre-years x 3 natural mortality vectors x 2 stock-

recruitment relationships (two OMs are still being run) that cover the key hake assessment uncertainties 

included in the Reference Set, which is now updated (both in terms of changes in methodology and 

further years data) to 2017. Specifically the values for these uncertainty factors are: 

• Centre years for change from M. capensis to M. paradoxus dominance in catch: 1950, 1958 and 

1965. 

• Natural mortality vectors: "Mmed": M2-=0.75 and M5+=0.375, "Mlow": M2-=0.6 and M5+=0.25 and 

"Mhigh": M2-=0.9 and M5+=0.5. 

• Stock-recruitment relations: "Ricker": modified Ricker and "BH": Beverton-Holt, h estimated 

Figure 1 compares the current (2017) spawning biomass (in absolute terms and relative to BMSY) and 

BMSY/K across the range of OMs, as well as the difference in the total negative log-likelihood (-lnL) from 

the best fitting OM. These are also compared to the equivalent estimates (2013 instead of 2017) used for 

developing the 2014 OMP. The corresponding updated spawning biomass trajectories plotted in Figures 

2. Figure 3 plots the median and range (minimum and maximum) spawning biomass trajectories for the 

updated RS. 

While BMSY/K spans a wide range for M. paradoxus and particularly for M. capensis, for the former at least 

B2017/BMSY does now seem reasonably robustly estimated across the OMs (though with two exceptions). 

For the most part, patterns in -lnL across the OMs are maintained, though tending to be larger as to be 

expected given more data. Cases where -lnL increases appreciably are for RS14, RS22 and RS26 (all 

members of the previous final RS), and RS10, RS11 and RS20, 
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Table 1: Results for the updated RS. As the OM notation does not correspond to that used in document Hake/P9, the latter’s notation has been included in the 

Table. The OMs that have a “Hake/P9 notation” were included in the final RS used in the development of OMP2014. 
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Figure 1a: Current (2017, updated RS) and 2013 (used for OMP2014 development) spawning biomass 

(in absolute terms and relative to BMSY), and BMSY/K across the range of OMs. 
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Figure 1b: -lnL for the updated RS and for these OMs at the time OMP2014 was developed. 
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Figure 2a: Female spawning biomass trajectories (in absolute terms - first column -, relative to pre-

exploitation level - second column - and relative to BMSY - third column) for M. paradoxus and M. capensis 

for OMs with 1958 as the mid-change year. The second and fourth rows are the same as the first and 

third respectively, except for the horizontal axis covering only more recent years. 
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Figure 2b: Female spawning biomass trajectories (in absolute terms - first column -, relative to pre-

exploitation level - second column - and relative to BMSY - third column) for M. paradoxus and M. capensis 

for OMs with 1950 as the mid-change year. The second and fourth rows are the same as the first and 

third respectively, except for the horizontal axis covering only more recent years. 
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Figure 2c: Female spawning biomass trajectories (in absolute terms - first column -, relative to pre-

exploitation level - second column - and relative to BMSY - third column) for M. paradoxus and M. capensis 

for OMs with 1965 as the mid-change year. The second and fourth rows are the same as the first and 

third respectively, except for the horizontal axis covering only more recent years. 
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Figure 3: Median (black line) with minimum-maximum range (shading) spawning biomass trajectories 

(in absolute terms and relative to pre-exploitation level) for M. paradoxus and M. capensis, for the updated 

RS. 


